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Abstract
With the current trend in cloud computing and virtualization, more
organizations are moving their systems from a physical host to a virtual server.
Although this can significantly reduce hardware, power, and administration
costs, it can increase the cost of analyzing performance problems. With
virtualization, there is an initial performance overhead, and as more virtual
machines are added to a physical host the interference increases between
various guest machines. When this interference occurs, a virtualized guest
application may not perform as expected. There is little or no information to
the virtual OS about the interference, and the current performance tools in the
guest are unable to show this interference.
We examine the interference that has been shown in previous research, and
relate that to existing tools and research in root cause analysis. We show that
in virtualization there are additional layers which need to be analyzed, and
design a framework to determine if degradation is occurring from an external
virtualization layer. Additionally, we build a virtualization test suite with Xen
and PostgreSQL and run multiple tests to create I/O interference. We show that
our method can distinguish between a problem caused by interference from
external systems and a problem from within the virtual guest.
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Definitions
Hypervisor A thin kernel layer that abstracts the physical hardware and presents virtual
hardware to the guests.
VMM Virtual Machine Manager. A kernel and OS that configures the hypervisor and
virtual guests. In Xen this is Dom0.
Guest A complete OS (with applications) that is running under a hypervisor. In Xen this
is DomU.
Virtual Resource A physical resource (such as Disk, CPU or memory) that is managed
by a hypervisor and allocated to a guest.
Virtualized Changing a physical system to a virtual guest system.
Overcommit Assigning more resources than are physically available.
System-wide profiling Both the guest and VMM are profiled.
System noise Interrupts from daemons or other kernel processes that need to perform
some task. [53]
Paravirtualization A virtualization technique where the native instruction set is not
completely implemented. Usually the Guest OS needs to be modified to know it
is virtualized. This is the technique used by Xen. [27, 42]
Working set The size of most of the data an application needs. For database servers if the
working set can fit into RAM, it is much faster than going to disk and swapping data.
Overhead The additional cost (time) required for virtualization. For each operation, there
may be additional resources required to virtualize the operation instead of interacting
directly with the hardware.
Snapshot A complete state of the entire virtual machine saved to non-volatile disk for later
use. A snapshot is used to create a template or for configuration management and roll
back to a previous state.
PMU Performance Monitoring Unit. Physical hardware that counts various hardware
events.
vi
1 Introduction
Virtualization is a way to emulate hardware in order to allow multiple operating systems
to run concurrently on a physical system. The hypervisor provides an abstraction and
isolation of each guest to ensure protection. Virtualization allows data centers to reduce
cost and power by overcommitting and sharing system resources across disparate operating
systems with common hardware (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Virtualization Example Domain 1 is running with some external systems. The
hypervisor divides, shares, and overcommits the physical resources between the 3 guest domains.
Each guest has access to virtual resources and not physical hardware.
In a single server environment or HPC cluster there can be interference [10] or system
noise[53] caused by complex software layers (Application, OS, and Hardware), that causes
poor application performance. The hypervisor, as well as multiple external guest virtual
machines, compete for system resources and add to this interference. Current performance
tools in the virtual guests are unable to distinguish between performance problems in
the guest machine and external interference. We have developed a method to aggregate
resource counters from multiple layers of virtualization to accurately diagnose interference
as the root cause of a performance bottleneck.
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1.1 Motivating Example
A large corporation, with over 10,000 employees, used a suite of applications which were
specifically written for this business. The software stack consisted of Redhat based Linux
with 2.6 kernel with current patches, PostgreSQL 8.3.6, and Apache 2.2.3. The physical
hardware had 40 CPU cores (4 sockets 10 cores each) and 256 GB of RAM with a high
performance RAID SAN used for the data store. At most times during the business day
the system would run with less than 60% total CPU and would cache nearly all data inside
active RAM. The working set was less than the available memory. The system ran optimally
for several months in this configuration.
At some point the customer and data center decided to virtualize the application to
add disaster recovery [52] and save power [26]. After several weeks in this configuration,
the end users started to complain and enter trouble tickets about slow response times.
Application developers and support quickly found issues and developed fixes. Usually
these fixes were to reduce the number or reads or writes to some file in the file system.
However, after each fix, sometimes days later, a new problem would show up. Eventually
the database engineers and system engineers began examining the recurring problems.
The symptom was that sometimes the system would go into a state where all 32 virtual
CPUs 1 would run at 100% CPU time, multiple threads would go to a D state, 2 and multiple
processes would fail to complete. The additional CPU time in the virtualized guest was
shown to be in System Time and multiple tools confirmed this. Memory and I/O used
on the guest and host server were consistent, and engineers monitoring the SAN did not
see any latencies or problems measuring disk IO. Sometimes this would only last a few
seconds and sometimes it would last for hours. Tracing system calls with strace showed
1The virtualization platform was limited to 32 virtual cores
2According to the man page for ’ps’: A process in the D state is neither running nor sleeping. It is
”Uninterruptible sleep (usually IO)”
2
some process would wait for several seconds on open, lseek, and write (Figure 2).
12:46:02 open("", O_WRONLY|O_CREAT|O_
12:46:16 fstat64(61, {st_mode=S_IFREG|
12:46:16 lseek(61, 0, SEEK_CUR) = 0
12:46:24 write(61, "O:6_"..., 8192) =
12:46:24 write(61, "R1339 "..., 8192)
12:46:24 write(61, "ct "..., 8192) = 8
12:46:31 write(61, "cription "..., 819
12:46:31 write(61, ";s:11 "..., 8192)
12:46:31 write(61, "7:for "..., 3288)
12:46:31 close(61) = 0
Figure 2: strace shows system calls to open, lseek, and write take up to 14 seconds to complete
Data center engineers examined the statistics in the host VMM, which showed exactly
what was noticed on the guest: High CPU usage. However, from the point of view of the
VMM, there was no information about the guest applications or kernel. Furthermore, the
VMM could not distinguish between guest kernel time and guest user time. The problem
could not be confirmed to be caused by virtualization, but no symptoms appeared until the
application suite was virtualized. The guest was unable to perform profiling with hardware
counters on this version of the hypervisor [44] to see if there was a kernel bug. Was there
a bug or misconfiguration in the application, guest OS, hypervisor, or hardware? Or was
there just too much overhead from virtualization during peak usage?
The temporary solution was to reboot the guest machine periodically, which would
clear the working cache memory, and possibly have other unknown results. After several
weeks of this, enough of the load was reduced in the application to prevent this strange
interference. At the time of this writing, it is still unknown why this occurred when the
system appeared to have plenty of physical and virtual resources available. There may have
been interference from virtualization or a defect in the guest kernel or some combination
that was not detectable.
Similar issues have been seen at large scale streaming applications hosted in massive
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public clouds. It is argued that Netflix will completely shutdown and restart a virtual
machine on a separate server if they can detect interference from external virtual machines
[54].
1.2 Measurement Challenges
On a physical server, we can assume the hardware speed is known. For a CPU we can
measure in hertz or floating point operations per second (FLOPS), and for a disk we
can measure in I/O per second (IOPS) or latency. When that system is virtualized, the
availability of the virtual resources are dynamic. The resource may (or may not) be
available to the guest and the performance tools become nearly meaningless. Without
knowledge of the availability, it is difficult to diagnose or find a root cause from a guest
application. There is almost no way to distinguish between a poor running application, OS
kernel issue, or external interference. From the Hypervisor view, there is no information
about the guest applications or guest kernel functions, so there is no way to relate a problem
to a guest application. Furthermore, the entity managing the hypervisor layer is likely a
completely different organization than the entity managing the virtual guest.
Since each guest machine only uses a portion of the available resources at any given
time, the total resources allocated to all guest VMs can exceed the total physical resources
[2, 25, 45]. This idea of overcommitting resources is the same as preemptive multitasking,
where multiple processes share a single CPU; and OS virtual memory, where the total
memory available to applications exceeds the physical memory capacity. In order to
maximize resources, IT data centers overcommit the resources, with the hope that multiple
virtual guest machines do not need all resources concurrently. Even when the CPU and
memory are not overcommitted there is still shared cache and memory bus. For network
and disk I/O multiple guests usually share access to a single physical resource, which can
cause interference when accessed concurrently.
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Existing performance tools fall into three categories, but they are unable to accurately
diagnose or find a root cause of performance problems of production guest systems. First,
profiling tools are available on limited platforms, and require significant guest kernel and
hypervisor support and coordination. Additionally, profiling is a great tool for identifying
problems in test and development, but may not be available on production systems. Second,
performance monitoring tools are readily available on most every operating system. They
are very valuable for physical hardware but they assume that the resources are constant.
The performance data used by the tools when external systems are causing interference is
indistinguishable from a change in the application workload. Finally, hypervisor tools can
show each guest and the physical resources, but they do not have access to the applications
in the guest. There is no way to relate a problem seen in the hypervisor to specific processes
in the guest or the guest kernel.
1.3 The growing importance of virtualization
Due to the cost savings and decreased physical administration overhead, data centers and
businesses are changing from physical server to virtualized environments. In 2008 Gartners
research found that virtualization is not just for server consolidation, but for efficient use
of shared resources [34]. They attribute the growth of cloud computing to standardization
of technologies, increase use of the Internet, and virtualization. Research from Ramya
and Edwin show tremendous growth in Platform As A Service (PAAS) where an entire
system platform is dynamically provisioned in a cloud computing service [36]. The NIST
explicitly states that for PAAS the consumer does not manage or control the underlying
infrastructure including networks, servers, and storage. They state that cloud systems
should provide a measured service and resources utilization is monitored, controlled, and
reported by providing transparency of the service [35]. Massive data centers are able to
provide virtual systems, and manage large clusters of shared resources, for a fraction of the
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price of building a physical server for each customer.
1.4 Contributions
This research presents a method for analyzing performance data at runtime in the guests
and Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). With this framework we can detect the I/O
interference by sharing physical and virtual I/O performance statistics between multiple
guests. We believe that this method can be extended to find interference from other
resources. This could significantly reduce time spent troubleshooting and analyzing
performance problems in virtualized environments.
Thesis statement: We can measure external interference from a guest in a virtual
environment by relating virtual and physical resource usage across multiple layers.
The contributions of this thesis are:
1. Overhead We designed a new method to measure the overhead of virtualization.
2. Test Suite We developed an interference test suite that causes measurable I/O
interference in a virtualized server.
3. Interference We designed a method to collect resource metrics at several layers and
quantify the I/O interference from virtualization with minimal perturbation.
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: In section 2 we examine
related work. In section 3 we define our methodology. Section 4 shows our experimental
results for two different architectures. We conclude and discuss future work in section 5.
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2 Related Work
A number of recent research efforts have been dedicated to analyzing the performance of
applications running in a virtualized environment. This section reviews this research and
the current approaches to identifying performance problems. First, we examine research
that has shown interference and overhead of virtualization. Then we examine root cause
analysis and the end-to-end approach of identifying problems. Finally, we review the
current state of profiling and performance monitoring tools for virtualization.
2.1 Interference
Disk and network I/O is a major problem when running multiple virtual guests with I/O
intensive applications such as file servers and database servers. Research at Georgia
Tech [10] analyzes the impact of combinations of I/O, CPU, and memory intensive
applications running in various combinations. They conclude that when a virtualized file
server and database server are placed together they result in a 25% - 65% degradation.
This is in contrast to CPU application research [1, 2] which can be allocated per VM
(CPU core pinning) and will operate with about 5% interference. They identify the
three categories that contribute to performance issues as: virtualization type, resource
management configuration, and workload profile. Furthermore, they show that CPU
intensive applications can scale at a rate near optimal 1/x. For example: if 4 CPU intensive
applications are running at rate R on 4 separate cores, then they will all run at about 1/4R
capacity if placed on the same core. Disk I/O and memory intensive applications do not
scale in this manner, because of both visible and invisible interference [3].
Other research in virtualization performance shows that there are ’invisible’ resources
such as the shared LLC cache [3]. They show that scheduling two CPU intensive VMs on
the same socket but different cores will result in significant degradation. Conversely, an
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I/O intensive application with a CPU intensive application in the same configuration will
run with little interference. However, if this I/O and CPU load runs on the same CPU core,
then the I/O intensive application will perform optimally, but will significantly degrade the
CPU intensive application.
Ultimately, the goal of this type of research is to be able to automatically know a priori
how a virtual machine will run in a given environment. Recently, researchers at Florida
International attempted to predict performance in a virtual environment through several
performance models [5]. Through on-line and off-line modeling, and training data, they
are able to predict with about a 20% error rate through various linear regression models.
They also use an artificial neural network statistical model which was able to predict at
under 6% median error rate. In order to predict this performance, the application load rate
would need to remain constant. Research from Tikotekar (et. al) at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory show that it is extremely difficult to generalize a work load [19]. They show that
similar HPC application benchmarks, which are both CPU bound, can have significantly
different results when paired with other applications. They stress the fact that performance
isolation is extremely difficult.
Researchers at IBM [25] try to minimize I/O interference by introducing vIOMMU.
The idea is to give the guest machine access to the IOMMU through virtualization of the
IOMMU. They show that they can use a sidecore (a dedicated core for I/O) and can map
and unmap memory for the guest machines, and still provide protection from device drivers
in the guest.
2.2 Overhead
Cherkesova (et. al) show that they can measure and quantify the CPU overhead for moving
from a physical to virtual machine. Additionally, they formulate a method for charging
a machine for excessive I/O which ends up causing CPU contention on an unrelated VM
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[6]. They measure overhead by monitoring memory page exchanges between Dom0 and
DomU. Research at VMware also show this contention, and formulate that it is due to
additional Inter Processor Interrupts (IPI) [24]. They say that for a high I/O it can cause
a high CPU overhead due to handling of all the interrupts. They attempt to dynamically
increase the rate of interrupt coalescing based on the number of I/O requests from the
quests.
Other research attempts to quantify the overhead of virtualization by measuring
the performance drop of benchmarks executing inside physical server and a virtualized
environment. Huber (et. al) [1] attempt to measure the overhead when moving from a
physical to virtual environment. They run multiple benchmarks with native hardware and
when it is virtualized and calculate the performance drop between the two environments.
At VMware [45] they show an increase in the TLB miss is the biggest issue between native
hardware performance and virtualization. They state that I/O needs to be processed twice;
once in the guest and once in the hypervisor. They show that for almost every resource and
workload they can achieve near native performance except for very high I/O workloads.
Most of this research uses offline modeling (a benchmark without virtualization).
Researchers at Intel [3] suggested an online modeling approach for CPU cores. They
monitor both the CPU core utilization and the maximum CPU core utilization when running
alone as a guest. They use this as a baseline to predict the performance of the guest VM
when run with other systems.
2.3 Root Cause Analysis
There has been research to find a root cause of application degradation which could
identify the layer of the problem in traditional [7] and high-performance [8] systems.
This research shows the importance of analyzing external parts of the system and their
impacts on performance. It has been shown that analysis needs to be competed from a full
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end-to-end perspective of the system [15]. Gupta [17] also urges that we that there should
be transparency of each layer and each layer should be charged performance points. The
research also argues that upon changes in workload the application should inform systems
about the current needs, in the hope that the system can accommodate those needs. An
alternate argument could be made that the system should inform the layer above about the
availability of the resources.
2.4 Profiling
Profiling allows a user or system administrator to see which functions are being called
the most frequently or consume the most time. Oprofile [18] is a profiler that can profile
both application and kernel functions, by registering with the Performance Monitoring Unit
(PMU) on the CPU. The PMU will track hardware counters and will notify the registered
profiler when a specific hardware counter reaches a threshold set by the profiler [11]. When
Oprofile receives notification, through an NMI, it will record the PC and other information
about the system, and over time will have the most frequently called function when the
specified hardware event occurred. Some typical hardware event counters are: TLB miss,
LLC cache miss, or CPU instructions retired. Other profilers like OSprof use latency
distribution analysis [7]. As function calls are entered and exited to or from the stack,
the profiler tracks the start and end time of the functions.
Research at VMware [44] shows the importance and challenges of implementing
hardware counters on the PMU for analyzing interference from a virtual guest perspective.
The difficulties with running a profiler like Oprofile in a virtualized guest is that the
hardware counters in the guest may not be available for all hypervisors [45]. Additionally,
the guest is not guaranteed to receive interrupts in a correct order. Tracking the wall-clock
time and CPU time on virtual machines is extremely difficult and there are many additions
in the hypervisor to help guest machines accurately track time. On many systems, kernel
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level profiling is not enabled. A patch or configuration change is needed to enable profiling,
which makes it difficult on production systems. In the Xen environment, Xenoprof allows
the virtual guest to read hardware performance counters from the guest OS perspective
[4, 43]. However, Xenoprof does not analyze the results or draw any conclusions about the
counters.
In virtualization there are 2 types of profiling: Guest-wide profilers only profile a single
guest (or domain), and System-wide which monitors all guests and the VMM [42]. In order
to provide Guest-wide profiling for virtual systems, the profiler runs in the guest and the
VMM needs to provide synchronous delivery of interrupts from the hardware to the guest
machines. For System-wide profiling the profiler runs in the VMM and requires interaction
between the guest OS and VMM. Specifically, the VMM needs to know which application
and kernel functions are running on the guest machine at the time of the interrupt.
Xenoprof uses Oprofile to provide the profiling and uses Xen’s hypercalls to share
information between the guest and Xen Hypervisor. The Xenoprof toolkit supports
system-wide coordinated profiling in a Xen environment. The underlying Oprofile uses
statistical profiling across domains and can track functions running in the user space, kernel
space, and in the hypervisor. Xenoprof provides a performance event interface which
maps physical hardware events to virtual HW counters [20, 21]. The guest-level profiling
registers with the virtual CPU, and the hypervisor registers with the physical hardware.
Since it is not possible to call the domain level virtual interrupt handler synchronously,
Xenoprof collects the samples for the guest domain and logs them to that specific domain
buffer, and then Xenoprof sends a virtual interrupt to the guest domain.
In KVM, a Linux Kernel VM subsystem, a customized profiler can implement both
guest-wide and system-wide profiling [43]. Linux perf is another profiler that runs in the
Host Linux on KVM, and can measure software and hardware event counters as well as
tracing. It is aware of the memory layout of the guest and can monitor the Kernel space of
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the guest VM, but not its user-space application.
Profiling results also require manual inspection and may not show how interference
from external layers impact the guest machine [7, 8]. Additionally, the user running the
profiler needs to have some ”guess” or prior knowledge about what event to sample, and
the desired frequency of the sample. Should the user sample cache miss, TLB miss, or
some other counter? As more events are profiled, the more perturbation is encountered. In
a virtual environment a user may need to start several profilers on several virtual machines
each monitoring various hardware counters, system state, and applications. Only after
several runs in many different configurations and manual inspection could an advanced
administrator make some determination as to the root cause of the problem.
2.5 Performance Monitoring
Modern operating systems have a method of monitoring the current performance of the
system. User tools use statistics tracked in the kernel to monitor access to resources, and
are not (necessarily) related to the PMU on the CPU. For example a specific CPU may track
hardware events such as L2 cache miss, or TLB cache miss, but the kernel will track time
spent reading or writing to a physical disk, or virtual memory cache information. User tools
aggregate and relate these statistics to provide the user some inference about the system.
In a Linux OS there are administration tools such as top, iostat, ps, and vmstat.
Windows uses Performance Monitor or Resource Monitor to show the current performance.
Most kernels will write statistics when each resource is used, and these tools read and
analyze the kernel data about resource usage, through the method provided by the kernel.
By examining these counters and aggregating the data with tools, an administrator can see
the current threads and how each of the resources are being used.
When a system is virtualized, the guest OS kernel only tracks the statistics from its
own viewpoint. In other words, the resource statistics are for the virtualized resource, and
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not the physical resource. The counters do not collect information from external guests or
show the interference from external guests or the hypervisor. The host system kernel will
track all the guests, but is unable to identify which process in the guest may be degraded.
In order to accurately analyze performance issues on complex virtualized systems, we
need to collect and analyze resource usage from all systems and the hypervisor. We need
the ability to perform System-wide performance monitoring similar to the System-wide
profiling available.
2.5.1 Linux Tools
On Linux the kernel resource counters are tracked in the /proc file system, which is a
dynamic view into the kernel data structures and statistics [48]. For example /proc/stat
contains statistics about the time (since boot) that the the CPU was idle, running in user
mode, or running in kernel mode. By running a test load and examining the /proc file
system, one can reasonably determine the resources used and which process or thread is
using them. Without virtualization, these tools can quickly narrow the scope of possible
problems for a degraded system.
top - 15:57:05 up 109 days, 6 users, load average: 0.12, 0.17, 0.11
Tasks: 164 total, 1 running, 163 sleeping, 0 stopped, 0 zombie
Cpu(s): 6.0%us, 0.7%sy, 93.3%id, 0.0%wa, 0.0%hi, 0.0%si, 0.0%st
Mem: 2062348k total, 1868648k used, 193700k free, 185776k buffers
Swap: 2095100k total, 389996k used, 1705104k free, 699236k cached
PID USER PR NI VIRT RES SHR S %CPU %MEM TIME+ COMMAND
999 root 20 0 94876 52m 4900 S 4.0 2.6 373:01.16 Xorg
5362 deron 20 0 317m 92m 62m S 2.0 4.6 300:20.40 soffice
25333 deron 20 0 140m 15m 5684 S 1.0 0.8 3:33.53 gnome
1859 deron 20 0 166m 5820 4028 S 0.3 0.3 3:15.13 metacity
Figure 3: top collects information from Linux kernel through proc and displays information about
CPU, Memory, and processes
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2.5.2 Windows Tools
On Windows OS the counters are similar and are tracked by the Windows kernel about
processes and threads. The user space API [51] is used by the user application to display
graph or report. The GUI administration tool can display any number of statistics about the
system. Similar to the /proc file system in Linux there is little or no information provided
about the overhead and interference from external layers.
Figure 4: Microsoft Windows Resource Monitor. Reads data from Winperf API tracked in
Windows kernel
2.5.3 Hypervisor Tools
Similar tools have been created in the hypervisor, xentop for Xen and esxtop for VMware,
to show each virtual machine running and the resources that the entire machine is using.
These tools use the same information from the proc file system as VMware and Xen use
a Linux based kernel. From this view we can see the guest machines, and the hypervisor,
but we can’t easily determine how they impact each other. There is also no way to relate
a virtual process running in the guest machine from the hypervisor tools. The hypervisor
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has no access to the guest information. Even if the these could show everything running in
the guest machines, the administrator for the hypervisor and guest machines are different
people or even completely different organizations.
xentop - 17:07:00 Xen 4.2.2-23.el6
5 domains: 3 running, 2 blocked, 0 paused, 0 crashed, 0 dying,
Mem: 4182752k total, 4182236k used, 516k free CPUs: 4 @ 2133MHz
NAME STATE CPU(sec) CPU(%) MEM(k) MEM(%) MAXMEM(k)
Domain-0 -----r 78969 16.9 2035712 48.7 2097152
Test_VM1 -----r 6474 11.5 524288 12.5 524288
Test_VM2 -----r 4642 12.7 524288 12.5 524288
Test_VM3 --b--- 4210 0.1 524288 12.5 524288
Test_VM4 --b--- 4137 0.1 524288 12.5 524288
Figure 5: xentop 4 Guest domains. Hypervisor does not get information about guest applications.
2.5.4 Steal Time - Complete View
Due to the fact that the hypervisor has one view of the system, and the virtualized
guests have a different view of the system, the Xen Hypervisor has added a steal time
statistic and made it available to the guest operating systems. New Linux distributions
have implemented this new kernel option as steal: involuntary wait [48]. Additionally,
administrative tools top, sar, and vmstat have all implemented this new counter. On most
systems top will show as ’0.0%st’ (Figure 3), but if it is running on a Xen Hypervisor
the paravirtualized guest will communicate with the hypervisor and collect information.
Amazon cloud uses Xen and this has become a valuable tool for guests to determine if they
are having performance problems from external interference [54]. We did not know about
the CPU steal time when we started this work, but it has shown to be a valuable metric
for applications running in the cloud. Our work is different from this in that steal time is
a specific implementation for the CPU resource on a Xen hypervisor with a Linux Guest.
Our method is a general approach that can be used on other platforms. More importantly,
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I/O and not CPU time is the focus of our approach.
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3 Methodology
In this section we present a framework to collect and analyze data needed for performance
diagnosis from the point of view of a virtual guest system. First, we define the layers
of abstraction and virtual resources unique to virtual environments. Then we identify the
additional information needed from these layers, and a method to collect the data. Finally,
we describe a method to analyze the additional data to determine if the guest machine is
experiencing external I/O interference.
In order to accurately determine if interference is due to external interference, we need
to first calculate the overhead and establish a known baseline for the resources in that
configuration. Then, when run in production with other systems, we can compare the
latency and throughput of the resources at the guest and hypervisor layers.
3.1 Abstraction Layers and Resources
On a single physical server, the application, OS, and hardware layers need to be considered
as a potential problem for application performance problems. The resources are physical
hardware such as a disk, memory (RAM), and the CPU cores (Figure 6). Applications
access the physical resources through the kernel, and the kernel tracks statistics about the
usage of the resource. The availability of the physical resource is known or meets some
sort of guarantee from the hardware.
Figure 6: Layers in physical server. OS kernel tracks statistics about physical hardware.
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In a virtual environment, the OS layer in the guest virtual machine does not have direct
access to the physical resources. Instead the hypervisor divides the physical resources
between the guest systems and presents a virtual resource to the guest OS (Figure 7). This
is similar to an OS kernel dividing up the CPU time between multiple processes, where each
process only runs for a portion of the total CPU time. The major difference between an OS
kernel dividing up a physical resources, and the hypervisor dividing up a resources is that
the OS layer provides APIs to the application layer in order to monitor the resources. By
default (on Linux and Windows) any process can determine the percentage of resources that
it is using. Unlike the OS kernel layer, the hypervisor layer provides little or no information
to the layer above it about the true availability and use of the resource.
Figure 7: New layer Hypervisor should share information with guest OS about physical resources.
The guest OS kernel now tracks statistics about the virtual resources.
The physical resource may be used by an external virtual machine or by the hypervisor,
and there is little information that a guest OS or application can see about the availability
of the physical resource. Furthermore, the hypervisor view does not know about specific
processes running in the guest. If the VMM performance tools could identify the resource
availability, there is not any way to relate that to a specific guest process. Both the
virtual guest administrator and hypervisor administrator would need to monitor resources
concurrently and share infomration through an external channel. Our method collects and
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relates the usage of resources at both the guest and hypervisor layers to provide immediate
information about the usage of the resource.
Resource Definition
vCPU The virtual core allocated to the guest
vMemory The virtual RAM allocated to the guest
vDisk I/O The virtual I/O block device allocated to the guest
Table 1: Virtual resources which may experience interference from hypervisor or external guest.
3.2 Performance statistics
To monitor applications and the kernel, administration tools will read kernel statistics over
some period of time. Then the tool will aggregate and relate the data for that time period.
In some cases, additional inference can be made from different parts of the data. For
example the sar utility can show the average wait time, average service time, and bandwidth
utilization for I/O. On a physical server, where the hardware availability is deterministic,
this information is valuable for analyzing and tuning applications. However, when the
resource is virtualized, these kernel resource statistics for virtual resources are almost
meaningless, because the availability of the physical resource is not known. Our tests will
show that for disk I/O statistics, there is little difference in these counters when comparing
application load changes and interference from external virtual guests.
interval← 5
stat← DiskRead
pre← READ stat
loop
SLEEP interval
post← READ stat
result← (post− pre)/interval
PRINT result
pre← post
end loop
Figure 8: Example to display reads per second reads/s every 5 seconds.
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Our method will collect, aggregate, and analyze the statistics kept by the guest OS
and hypervisor layers in order to measure interference from external domains and the
hypervisor. We find that there are statistics that will show the interference from external
machines, when collected from all layers. For our examples we choose disk read and virtual
memory statistics to analyze I/O read bottlenecks. However, this method could be used for
identifying other types of performance problems if the data was available to the guest.
(a) Virtual memory paging performance
counters [50]
pgpgin count of memory pages
in.
pgpgout count of memory pages
out.
pgfault count minor (or soft)
page faults.
(b) I/O read performance counters [47]
r sectors number of sectors read
successfully.
r ms number of milliseconds
spent by all reads.
r total number of reads
completed successfully.
Table 2: Statistics collected from all guests and hypervisor
By collecting these statistics at two points in time as in Figure 8, we can infer other
data such as the throughput in reads per second reads/s. We can also calculate the average
wait time for reads AvgRdWait.
AvgRdWait =
r ms
r total
(1)
reads/s =
r total
TotalTime
(2)
3.3 I/O Virtualization Overhead
For each virtual resource (Table 1) there is a performance cost to making that resource
virtualized. If the guest had direct access to the hardware, at all times, the virtualization
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cost would be zero. Since most system calls from the guest kernel need to go through the
hypervisor, we need to account for this additional time.
Several researchers [6, 1] have called this cost the overhead, and have quantified the
overhead for a given configuration. This previous research used an off-line modeling
technique by running a benchmark with and without virtualization. By calculating the
percent difference of these two benchmarks they can calculate the overhead. The problem
with this technique is that physical servers would need to be provisioned for this exercise.
Any configuration changes in hardware or anywhere in the software stack, may require a
new test.
Our method uses a similar approach, but does not require physical hardware for each
guest. We calculate the percent difference between the counters for the physical resources
in the hypervisor and the virtual resources in the guest. We claim that the time spent
waiting for an operation to complete in one layer depends on the layer below. In a physical
server the application depends on the kernel and the kernel depends on the hardware.
Our overhead calculation finds this additional time for I/O virtualization, by using the
AvgRdWait statistic in both the guest and hypervisor without interference to calculate the
overhead.
We need to calculate the overhead before running a guest virtual machine in production.
In data centers and cloud systems, templates are usually created before virtual machines
are used in production. A template is a complete snapshot image of a virtual machine that
has been built and tested to meet some need. For example a Redhat 6.2 system with an
Apache web server may need to be used on several machines. A system could be built,
tuned, and tested for that environment and then made into a template. Future users can
deploy a new virtual machine from that template. We suggest to calculate the overhead
from virtualization before it is made into a template.
To calculate the virtualization overhead, create a single virtual machine with dedicated
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resources on isolated hardware. There are many performance benchmarks that can be used
[16, 19, 39] to place a desired load on the virtual machine. Then run the benchmark or load
on the virtual machine and begin monitoring the performance statistics for that resource
using the algorithm in Figure 8 in both the guest OS and hypervisor. Save the results of
the guest, hypervisor, and time in the guest as this is the baseline statistic without external
interference. It is important that the guest and hypervisor collect pre and post statistics as
close to the same time as possible.
Since we are measuring from the perspective of the guest OS, we want to discover
how the guest degrades in comparison to the hypervisor. For some statistics such as the
AvgRdWait, we can approximate the overhead of virtualization, by calculating the average
wait time in the hypervisor AvgRdWaitH and the guest AvgRdWaitG.
OverheadIO =
AvgRdWaitG−AvgRdWaitH
AvgRdWaitH
(3)
3.4 I/O Virtualization Interference
We should be able to distinguish between a guest that is degraded because the hypervisor
layer (including external interference) is using the resource and a guest that is degraded
because of an application or OS layer issue within the guest. In other words we should be
able to distinguish between a problem inside the guest and a problem where the guest has
no control. An secondary goal is to measure or analyze the interference. We should be able
to answer the question, ”How much of the resource is available to the guest?”.
It may seem possible to that we can determine degradation by examining only the
resource statistics inside of the guest machine. However, with some simple tests, we were
able to change the I/O wait and throughput in a guest domain by only changing the guest
workload and data size (Table 3).
When an application is running in the virtual guest with interference, the resource may
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Test AvgRdWait reads/s
Baseline 5.96 376
Increase DB size 8.04 563
Increase DB Connections 20.3 875
Decrease DB Connections 4.94 144
Baseline with Interference 9.86 242
Table 3: Statistics from only the guest view of virtual resources. The first 4 tests are without
interference from external domains.
not be available to the guest for some time. From this information (Table 3), it is difficult
to determine whether the changes are due to external interference or application changes.
We can increase or decrease the reads/ms simply by changing the number of connections
to the database. In our experimental results we show how or calculation for interference
can distinguish these cases.
In order to immediately determine if the guest domain is experiencing interference we
need to also examine the counters in the hypervisor. We can examine the throughput of
the guest read/sG and the throughput of the hypervisor read/sH over the same time period
calculate the interference as:
Inter f erenceRPS =
read/sH− read/sG
read/sH
(4)
By analyzing the throughput from both the guest view and hypervisor view, we can
help determine if a guest application is degraded due to external interference from external
domains.
There is a case when this could erroneously tell us there is interference when there
is not any interference. So far we have only examined systems where the application is
running at 100% of possible throughput. One reason virtualization is successful is that not
all guests run at full capacity at all times. In a theoretically perfect virtualization, a physical
resource R would be divided between n guests, and each guest would use 1/n of resource
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Figure 9: By passing the performance data from the physical resource to the guest Dom1 machine,
the guest can determine if the interference is from an external layer.
R at all time. For example, if a physical disk could handle a throughput rate of 400 reads
per second, and 4 virtual machines each requested data at a rate of 100 reads per second.
In this case, our method may inaccurately report 75% interference.
Since the guest has previously calculated the read wait time through the hypervisor
AvgRdWait, we can use that information to determine if the guest is degraded due
to interference from external systems. When external systems are exceeding the I/O
throughput, the wait time time will increase significantly. We can calculate the interference
by using the average wait time (without interference) and the average wait time when run
with additional external domains. Since we are trying to determine if the hypervisor layer
is the root cause, we need to use the information from the view of the hypervisor.
Inter f erenceARW =
AvgRdWaitCurrent−AvgRdWaitOverhead
AvgRdWaitCurrent
(5)
If both of the calculated interference results are positive then we can assume that the
hypervisor is waiting for I/O, and there is something in the external layer that is generating
some of the I/O throughput. Only when both of these values increase, can we accurately
determine there is external interference. We found that the best calculation for interference
from I/O reads is the lower of these two values.
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3.5 Hypervisor Interference
Another option we explored was not consistent between workloads and system
architectures. The idea is to calculate the OverheadIO again during production when
calculating interference. Instead of only using one guest we can calculate the total time
spent waiting in all guests, and compare that to the hypervisor just as we did when
calculating the overhead without interference. We call this calculation the OverheadVALL.
Since for one guest, the time in that guest was always greater than the time in the hypervisor,
we assume that the total time for all guests would increase. The problem was that for some
tests the hypervisor would generate extra reads and take more time than the guests. We
believe that the OverheadVALL may be a useful statistic for other resources.
3.6 I/O Read Example Method
First, the guest machine needs to calculate the OverheadIO and save the AvgRdWaitH
for later reference. When the guest machine is put into production, it can calculate the
interference when requested from a user space tool. Both the guest virtual machine and
hypervisor can calculate the resource statistics according to algorithm in Figure 8 when
requested. It is important that they collect pre and post statistics concurrently. Then the
hypervisor can return the AvgRdWait and the reads/s back to the guest. Then the guest VM
can calculate Inter f erenceRPS and Inter f erenceARW as described previously. The guest can
report interference as the least of the two calculated interference measurements.
Inter f erenceEXT ← 0
if Inter f erenceRPS > 0 and Inter f erenceARW > 0 then
Inter f erenceEXT ← FLOOR(Inter f erenceRPS, Inter f erenceARW )
end if
Figure 10: User tool for guest domain to calculate external read I/O interference.
The user space tool iostat reads disk performance counters in /proc/diskstats and
will report transfers, bytes read, and bytes written per second. If an application was
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experiencing I/O performance problems this would be a tool an administrator or application
developer may monitor. Without knowing the interference this could be misleading as to
the root cause of the problem. The following example shows a possible output from the
perspective of the running guest when experiencing I/O interference from external guest
machines.
Device: tps kB_read/s kB_wrtn/s
sda 577.20 41388.00 148073.00
I/O interference 22.4%
Figure 11: Example: Possible iostat output in a virtual guest experiencing external interference.
This is similar to the new steal time for the CPU resource.
3.7 Other Considerations
There are three other issues that need to be considered with this type of method. First, we
examine the methods of passing information between the guests and hypervisor. Second,
we see if there are any performance issues with the method we describe. Finally, we look
at security concerns since passing information about external machines may reduce the
security guarantees when a system is virtualized.
Most virtualization platforms have a message passing API native to the system. Usually
this is to automatically configure the guest domain when it is provisioned or when changes
are needed. For Xen Server, this is done through the Xenbus and Xenstore. VMware guest
tools has a guest API (vmware-tools-guestlib package), and even has a setting to pass host
(hypervisor) resource counter data to the guest [56]. However, this is disabled by default
and security tuning documents encourage explicitly setting it off for security reasons. If
there were not any native mechanism to pass data between the guest and the host system,
we could still use some message passing over TCP/IP such as SOAP or Rest service with
HTTP.
There is some performance overhead with this additional data collection, as with any
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method that attempts to measure performance. We do not want a tool to negatively impact
the performance, or report degradation from the tool itself. For I/O performance issues we
believe that our method will not have a measurable impact. For a system that is waiting
on I/O from disk, it should have CPU cycles available for data processing. Both the guest
and the hypervisor need to read in memory kernel data twice. Each layer needs to compute
the difference of the two statistics after they are collected. The hypervisor needs to pass
the data to the guest VM, and then the guest needs to calculate the interference. There are
several tools in Windows and Linux that perform similar to this now (other than passing
information), and are widely accepted.
Obviously, security is a major concern for a virtual machine that may be running
concurrently with untrusted external systems. The more information an attacker can gain
about the system, the better chance that a vulnerability can be found. There is similar
precedence for sending this type of data in a standard kernel. Currently (by default) all
users can see the sum of the I/O and CPU processes. The OS kernel has the responsibility
to provide protection, yet it provides access to global data about the system. This is
the same type of data where we want to know how our virtual machine is effected by
other virtual machines. An attacker may be able to gain knowledge about the run state of
external machines, and possibly execute some covert channel attacks. It may be beneficial
to limit the guest to only requesting data from the hypervisor at known time intervals. More
research would be needed to see what types of vulnerabilities would be possible, and what
types of controls could be added to reduce the risk of an exploit.
3.8 Virtualization Test Suite
In order to test our design, two virtualization stacks, a test infrastructure, and several
benchmarks were created. Our test suite runs a load on the guest machines and coordinates
the stop and start of the collection of multiple performance counters across the guests and
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hypervisor. Our experiments, when run in this infrastructure, demonstrates performance
problems guest machines may experience, from external interference or changes to the
application workload. The performance counters are collected from all layers of the
virtualization stack and the results of the application performance are also recorded. For
each experiment, we run the test at least three times and average the results.
Both virtualization platforms have the same software stack installed (Figure 4a). We use
the Xen hypervisor and CentOS release for both the guest (DomU) and VMM (Dom0). This
software stack can be extended to mulptiple servers to produce a larger cluster of servers.
We chose PostgreSQL as the database server for our tests because of its robustness and
standard use in hosting facilities and applications. It is a good general purpose application
that can be used to stress I/O, memory, and CPU resources, although we focused our test
suite to measure database read operations.
The test suite can run in all sizes of virtualization environments (Table 4b). Tests which
run in a Personal or Business virtualization platform can also be run in a Cluster or Cloud
based system by increasing the size of the database or number of guest machines until a
similar load is reached. For our experiments we run on an IBM x3650 Personal and Dell
T410 Business sized virtualization environments.
Software Version
Hyperviser Xen 4.2
Domain 0 CentOS 6.5 (Kernel 3.4)
Guest Domains CentOS 6.4 (Kernel
2.6.39) PostgreSQL 8.4
(a) Software installed virtualization test
stack
Size Specifications
Personal IBM x3650 Quad Core
2GB Ram
Business Dell PowerEdge T410
dual quad-core Xeon
processors, 12GB Ram.
Cluster Multiple small or medium
servers clustered together
with shared SAN data
store.
Cloud Amazon Cloud or similar
PAAS provider.
(b) Virtualization sizes for tests
Table 4: Software and Hardware stacks
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The test infrastructure generates a consistent and reproducible system load by using
a PostgreSQL database server with PGbench. PGbench creates a TPC-B similar style
workload and calculates transactions per second (TPS), so we can track the performance
of each guest system from the application layer [41]. We use PGbench to both generate a
load to measure overhead and create interference. We can change the database size and the
number of clients that connect to the database to change the I/O workload from the guest
perspective. PGbench will put a stress load on the limits of the system, and it is a good tool
for simulating guest machines that are all consuming as much resources as possible. We
measure the TPS from the benchmark when run as a single virtual machine and when run
with multiple machines concurrently. We compare the degradation from the application to
our proposed calculation for interference.
When the test begins, each guest VM starts a process which waits for the hypervisor
to signal the start of the test. The Dom0 (VMM) then starts a process which signals all
the guests to start, and which benchmark to run. Each guest then collects the pre resource
counters and begins running the specified benchmark system load. Dom0 also collects the
same resource counters from its view, but does not generate a load, since in Xen all disk I/O
goes through Dom0, we use this as the hypervisor layer. When each guest completes the
benchmark, it reads the post counters and sends the difference between the two counters
back to Dom0 (Figure 8). When Dom0 has collected the information from all guests, it
can display the counters for itself and each guest. Executing this once with a single virtual
machine, and once with multiple virtual machines we can calculate the interference.
One of the challenges of this test suite is the coordination of the starting and stopping
of the test, collection of resource counters, and the information sharing between the guests
and hypervisor. Since we use Xen as our virtualization platform, we chose XenBus and
XenStore [55] to both coordinate the stop and start of the benchmark, and the collection of
data results between domains. In order for paravirtualized guest domains to communicate
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with the hypervisor the XenStore tools for DomU domains had to be built as this is not
currently part of the standard package of guest tools. Other options were to use the TCP/IP
stack to send and receive messages between the domains.
We can use the TPS to show how the database performs at the application layer when
external environment changes are made to the system. Our tests will select Memory and
I/O resources to monitor. For measuring disk I/O it is a good to also collect virtual memory
(in this case we are talking about OS virtual memory, not virtualization) as well as I/O data.
Our infrastructure collects paging performance counters and disk read counters at all layers
to measure interference from I/O.
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4 Experimental Results
In the following experiments we evaluate the benefits of passing additional information
through hypervisor layer to the guests for detecting interference. We first validate that
our test infrastructure can accurately create I/O interference and we can measure that
application throughput. We find that the application throughput is dependent on the size of
the test database. Then we use our method to calculate the overhead on our Personal size
server. We run two different sets experiments in this configuration to detect interference
from both external memory pressure as well as external I/O. Similarly we calculate the
interference on our Business size server, by adding one domain at a time. These results
show that our method can measure the interference from external systems and account for
the performance drop in the application. Our final test shows that our method does not
report interference when our application is degraded from an application workload change.
4.1 Validate Test Infrastructure
In this experiment we verify that our test framework can generate a load that degrades
the application when run with external interference. We expect a significant drop in
performance from running a single guest test to running multiple guests concurrently.
Monitoring resource counters in only the guest domain provides little information about
external systems causing performance problems.
4.1.1 Without Interference
For I/O intensive workloads, the application tends to perform very well when the entire
working set can fit into main memory, and the OS will cache reads from disk. However,
when the working set approaches (or exceeds) the size of main memory, the application
tends to degrade quickly. Our initial experiments to find an I/O workload highlight this
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fact by changing the database size under load in a virtual environment. Before running
the entire test suite we need to create a test database that will exceed the working set and
increase the probability that a database read will need to fetch the data from disk storage.
With PGbench the ”-i” flag scaling factor is used to initialize a database at a specified size
(prior to running the benchmark) so that our results can show changes between a memory
bound system and I/O bound system.
To begin this exercise, we divide the physical memory and CPUs into four equal parts
and create four individual guest virtual machines (Dom1 - Dom4). Each virtual machine
is given an equal share of the memory and CPU resources so that no guest virtual machine
would interfere with another machine if they were on separate physical systems. We start
only our Dom1 machine and run our experimental test with PGbench. On our Business size
server, Dom1 is allocated 2GB vRAM and 2 vCPU, while on our Personal server Dom1 is
given 512MB vRAM and 1 vCPU.
The test starts by initializing a very small database then runs PGBench and collects the
TPS. Then we increase the DB size slightly and run the benchmark again. After repeating
this process several times, we can determine when the DB size changes to an I/O bound
system when its performance drops significantly (Figure 12). This is due to the fact that it
must fetch database rows from the disk and it is much slower.
From these tests we can now see the size of the database needed on each system to
generate an I/O workload.
Small DB The working set can fit into main memory. Performance is based on memory.
Medium DB The working set is swapped to disk occasionally. Performance is moving
from memory to I/O.
Large DB Most reads need to go to disk. Performance is based on Disk I/O.
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Figure 12: TPS on our Personal size server with 1 vCPU and 512KB vRAM. It changes from a
memory bound application to an I/O bound application when the DB size approached the available
RAM.
4.1.2 With Interference
We create external machine interference by running Dom1 concurrently with Dom2, Dom3,
and Dom4. Each of the Dom2 - Dom4 systems are configured the same as Dom1. We create
a Large 2GB database on each guest of the Dell, and a Large 1GB database on each guest
of the IBM. We run PGBench in a loop to continuously create I/O interference on each
external guest machine (Dom2 - Dom4). Concurrently we run our benchmark, and collect
performance statistics only from Dom-1. When the system is not I/O bound (Small DB)
there is about a 28% drop in performance (4434 TPS - 3208 TPS) on the Personal server
and little change in the Business server (Table 5). On both servers the guest becomes an
I/O bound system quicker with external interference.
Trying to analyze the performance drop in Dom1 without knowing about this external
interference is difficult. There were no changes to Dom1 when run by itself and run with
other guests. By using the system vmstat utility we can examine available memory, SwapIn
and BytesIn/s to see if we can determine why the application benchmark is degraded
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DB Size Single Interference Drop
Small 4434 3208 28%
Medium 2149 216 90%
Large 260 197 24%
(a) Interference from Personal size server
with 2GB RAM: Each Guest domain has
512MB Allocated.
DB Size Single Interference Drop
Small 5772 5734 0.7%
Medium 1608 162 90%
Large 359 82 77%
(b) Business size server with 12GB RAM:
Each Guest domain has 2GB Allocated.
Table 5: Dom1 TPS difference from interference for 3 database sizes.
Figure 13: Application performance in transactions per second is degraded with interference.
without collecting external information (Figure 6). Memory is not used as efficiently, the
system almost completely eliminates swapping data in, and also does not read as much data
from disk. However, there is no indication that the problem was due to an external guest
and hypervisor using those resources. A DBA looking at these numbers may conclude that
kernel swap or DB tuning may fix the problem. The root cause of the performance drop is
due to external interference, which is not known from examining the data available.
VMstat Single Multiple Drop
SwapIn/s 1,480 85 94%
BytesIn/s 6,877 4,438 35%
CPU IOwait 92% 93% 1%
Table 6: Statistics using performance tool vmstat on guest Dom1 with a Large database while
running alone and with external interference.
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4.2 Personal Server
In the previous experiment we showed the interference that can occur when external I/O
interference is applied to a guest domain, and only looking at the performance counters in
the guest does not indicate the problem. In this experiment, we verify our design to measure
interference from external systems, when the system is I/O bound. The results are from our
IBM x3650, where each guest is configured to use 512MB of vRAM. First, we run the
benchmark with a large 640MB database without interference and calculate the overhead.
Then we start Dom2 - Dom4, while running the benchmark in Dom1, and calculate the
interference. We compare the results of the calculated interference with the performance
drop in the application. In all of these results we show the average of at least three test runs.
# xm list
Name ID Mem VCPUs State Time(s)
Domain-0 0 1988 4 r----- 88871.2
Test_VM1 1 512 1 -b---- 60187.0
Test_VM2 2 512 1 -b---- 5722.0
Test_VM3 3 512 1 -b---- 5273.0
Test_VM4 4 512 1 -b---- 5203.5
4.2.1 Overhead
We calculate the overhead at 4.7% using the resource counters defined in our design and
Equation 3 (Table 7). The guest (Dom0) needs to wait about 5% longer than the physical
writes take to complete. While calculating the overhead we also collected the application
performance at 415 TPS without any external interference.
One thing to notice is that the pgpgin (count of pages in using /proc/vmstat) from the
Dom0 is twice as much as Dom1. We also see in Dom0 that pgpgin is exactly the same as
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Counter Dom0 Dom1 OverheadIO
pgpgin 332,504 165,901
pgfault 25,648 132,691
r sectors 332,504 331,803
r ms 63,356 72,428
r total 11,145 12,166
reads/s 372 406
AvgRdWait 5.68 5.95 4.7%
Table 7: Overhead on the Personal size server.
the sectors read, while there is exactly twice as many read sectors in Dom1. After much
research reviewing the sar man page 3, we found that the pgpgin is reporting 1 Kbyte pages.
The fdisk -l command showed the sector size as 512 bytes per sector. We verified this on
physical hardware by examining the statistics while copying files. There were 2 sectors
read for each page in. We also ran this test on only Dom0 and found the same results:
There were 2 sectors read per page in. The expected results should be 2 read sectors for
each page in, but when reading from Dom1, Dom0 always showed a 1:1 ratio.
After closer examination of the method used to pass reads with Xen, we found that
there is an additional block device in Dom0 [57]. Although this does not map to a physical
device it does explain the strange pgpgin between Dom0 and Dom1. In the virtual guest
(Dom1), when it reads from a virtual disk it uses the blkfront driver. This communicates
with the blkback driver in Dom0. There is an additional virtual disk in Dom0 used to pool
requests. Although this is not a physical device it still uses the virtual memory of the kernel
and pages in for Dom0. So each read sector (from physical disk) in Dom0 results in 2 pages
in which is exactly what our data shows.
This additional work in Dom0 is an example of the overhead from virtualization, and
partially explains the additional wait time in the guest. We measure the additional time
time waiting in the guest domain to account for all of the overhead the hypervisor must do
in order to virtualize the physical device.
3We also verified this by looking at the sar code and kernel code for virtual memory
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4.2.2 Memory Interference
We repeat the previous experiment with 4 guest domains all running at the same time. Since
the DB size in Dom1 is 640MB and there is 512MB of vRAM on Dom1, we can say that
Dom1 is bound by disk I/O speed. We run the experiments with the other 3 guest domains
running a memory bound database. We create a Small DB of 128MB in each of the external
domains to generate memory interference on Dom1.
Counter Dom0 Dom1 Inter f erenceRPS
pgpgin 328,144 128,176
pgfault 57,293 95,591
r sectors 328,144 256,352
r ms 103,483 70,751
r total 13,365 9,547
reads/s 446 318 28.6%
AvgRdWait 7.74 7.41
Table 8: Calculated Interference with external interference from small database in Dom2 - Dom4.
TPS dropped by 20%
We also need to calculate the increased wait time using the wait time AvgRdWait in the
hypervisor without interference (5.68ms) and the new wait time in the hypervisor (7.74ms).
We calculate Inter f erenceARW = 26.6% (Equation 5). Since this is slightly less than the
interference from reads per second (28.6%) we calculate the Inter f erenceEXT = 26.6%.
From these tests, Dom1 had 331 TPS, and was degraded from 415 TPS, a performance
drop in the application of 20%. It is not shown in these results, but Dom2 - Dom4 was able
to cache the entire working set in memory and did not issue any read requests. Dom1 was
the only domain to issue read request, but there was additional read time in the guests and
hypervisor.
4.2.3 I/O Interference
Now we create I/O interference in the three guest domains by creating a 640MB Large DB
in Dom2 - Dom4. Since each guest has 512MB vRAM, this should cause significant I/O
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contention in Dom1.
Counter Dom0 Dom1 Inter f erenceRPS
pgpgin 549,419 97,092
pgfault 58,201 86,765
r sectors 549,419 194,163
r ms 285,334 71,585
r total 20,723 7,259
reads/s 691 242 65%
AvgRdWait 13.8 9.86
Table 9: Interference calculated Large 640MB DB in Dom2 - Dom4. TPS dropped by 39%
We also need to calculate the additional wait time in the hypervisor (Equation 5).
Without interference the read wait time is 5.68ms and with interference it is 13.8ms. We
calculate Inter f erenceARW = 58.7% Since this is less than the interference from throughput
we calculate the Inter f erenceEXT = 58.7%.
During these tests, the application benchmark in Dom1 decreased to 254 TPS. This is
much less than when run without interference (415 TPS) and with memory interference
(331 TPS). All of the read counters showed significant interference. Additionally we are
showing some interference from page faults.
4.2.4 Results Analysis
In both cases (Figure 14) we calculate a higher interference than the application degrades.
At a minimum this implies that there is interference to the guest application. Although the
database is I/O bound there is still a percentage of the application that relies on the CPU
speed which is not part of the interference.
4.3 Business Server
For this experiment we use our Dell T410 server with 12GB of physical RAM. We
configure all Dom1 to use 4GB of vRAM and configure Dom2 - Dom4 as noted below.
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Figure 14: Application performance drop compared to calculated interference, for two types of
external interference.
We assign some different CPUs to the guest machines. We create a medium database of
3.2GB in Dom1. And create Medium and Large databases in the external guest domains
create different workloads in the guests.
Name ID Mem VCPUs State Time(s)
Domain-0 0 872 16 r----- 27116.4
TestVM1 1 4096 1 -b---- 1127.7
TestVM2 2 3072 2 -b---- 1735.8
TestVM3 3 2048 1 -b---- 1588.1
TestVM4 4 2048 2 -b---- 1906.1
4.3.1 Overhead
We calculate the OverheadIO in Dom1 using equation 3. The overhead from virtualization
on this platform (2.4%). When comparing the these results on this size platform to the
overhead in the previous size platform 7 we can see that our reads/s decreased, but our
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database throughput is faster at 1,348 TPS. In this server the database size is slightly smaller
than the available memory (Table 10).
Counter Dom0 Dom1 OverheadIO
reads/s 275 281
AvgRdWait 13.6 13.9 2.4%
Table 10: Overhead on the Business size server.
4.3.2 Interference
In the previous experiment for calculating interference we used 3 external guest domains,
and changed the workload in the guest domains. In this experiment, we create interference
adding 1 external domain at a time. The first result is a single guest domain Dom1 without
external interference. Then we run Dom1 with Dom2 and calculate the interference with
one external domain. We continue to add guest domains and calculate the interference and
application performance drop in TPS (Table 11).
TPS reads/s reads/s AvgRdWait InterRPS InterAWR
Experiment Dom 1 Dom0 Dom1 Dom0 InterEXT
Dom1 (Only) 1,348 275 281 13.6 -2.1% 0.0%
Dom1 + 1 guest 703 214 137 33.2 35.8% 56.0%
Dom1 + 2 guests 543 246 108 44.0 56.1% 67.1%
Dom1 + 3 guests 378 259 76 59.5 70.6% 77.2%
Table 11: Interference generated from 0, 1, 2, and 3 external guest domains.
By examining these results as more external domains are added, the application TPS
performance degrades as expected. We are also able to measure the interference which
increases as more domains are added. The interference increases similar to the rate at
which domains are added and the performance drop.
4.3.3 Results Analysis
First we examine the results of three tests in each configuration with external interference.
In this test we can see how the calculated interference relates to the performance drop in
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each experiment. As more domains are added, the application performance drop increases
similar to the measured interference (Figure 15).
Figure 15: Business size application performance drop compared to calculated interference, for
one, two and three external domains.
4.3.4 Statistical Analysis
In the previous experiments, we only had a sample size of 3 runs. Although each run was
for 30 seconds, we need to see how each run changes. Now we run this experiment 30 times
in each configuration to see how much change is occurring in each test. We receive similar
results as when only with 3 tests, but we can see that the standard deviation increases in
both our application measurement and measured interference as more external domains are
added (Table 12) (Figure 16).
Finally, we need to show that the calculated interference relates to the application
performance drop. We use a linear regression over the 90 runs. Although one and two
external domains were similar, each test run would have different calculated interference
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Experiment TPS reads/s AvgRdWait InterRPS
Dom1 (Only) 1,247 (55) 317 (15.9) 14.7 (0.5) N/A
Dom1 + 1 guest 585 (28) 163 (8.3) 37.3 (2.1) 36.6% (3.3%)
Dom1 + 2 guests 537 (43) 148 (12.3) 43.1 (5.0) 40.9% (4.6%)
Dom1 + 3 guests 430 (61) 118 (16.5) 55.6 (9.7) 51.8% (5.8%)
Table 12: Mean (Standard Deviation) from 30 runs of 0, 1, 2, and 3 external guest domains.
(a) 1 external domain (b) 2 external domains (c) 3 external domains
Figure 16: Box plot with quartiles and outliers for application performance and calculated
interference for 90 test runs.
and application performance. We show that the calculated interference can explain the
application performance drop (Figure 17).
4.4 Verification Without Interference
In the previous two experiments, we showed how our method can give a guest domain vital
information when it is degraded from external interference. However, what if the guest
domain was degraded due to an application bug, DB change, or misconfiguration? In that
case we want our method to show that there is not any external interference.
We have previously demonstrated that the database performance can become degraded
as the size of the database increases. Now we show that by simply increasing the size
of the database, that our method does not report external interference. In this case the
application is degraded because the working set exceeds the available memory. We also
change the number of database connections to change the read wait time. In either case,
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Figure 17: Linear regression of interference. R2 = 0.8882
the application is not degraded due to external interference, and our method accurately
indicates there is not any external interference.
reads/s reads/s AvgRdWait Inter f erRPS Inter f erAWR
Experiment Dom0 Dom1 Dom0
Test Guest Hypervisor Inter f erenceRPS
Baseline 372 406 5.7 -6% 0.0%
Increase DB size 538 563 7.8 -6% 26.9%
Increase DB Connections 836 875 15.4 -5% 63.0%
Decrease DB Connections 279 144 4.7 48% -17%
With 3 ext domains 691 242 13.8 65% 59.0%
Table 13: Tests without interference, our method does not report interference.
One interesting result is that when we decreased the number of DB connections, we
experienced a significant increase in reads in the hypervisor. We ran this experiment
several times, and verified that this was accurate. For some reason the hypervisor increased
the reads (since there were not any external domains). Since our calculation determines
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interference from external domains, it did not show interference because there was no
increase in the wait time.
By analyzing the throughput from both the guest layer and hypervisor layer, we can
see that our method reports interference only when external interference is applied to the
guest domain. When we showed the guest view (Table 3) it was difficult to determine if the
problem was from a change in the guest application or an external domain. With these tests
we can see that we need to have both an increase in wait time in the hypervisor as well as
additional throughput from external domains.
4.5 Results Analysis
We completed several different experiments on two different virtualization platforms. In
section 4.1 we verified our test method and showed how performance can decrease without
interference by increasing the size of the database. We also showed that for each database
size when external guest domains run concurrently they cause interference and degrade
the guest application. In section 4.2 we looked at our Personal size server which had 2
GB ram and 4 CPUs. We were able to calculate the interference from external domains
that only used memory, and external domains that were also I/O bound. Our calculations
for interference increased as the application performance decreased. In section 4.3 we
used our Business server and calculated the overhead and interference from virtualization.
We created external interference from different numbers of guest domains, and found
as more external guests are added our calculated interference increased similar to the
application performance drop. Finally, in section 4.4 we validated that when the application
degrades due to internal changes, our method does not report it as external interference from
virtualization.
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5 Discussion and Conclusions
Our research has reviewed the current work in virtualization and the trends of data centers
and cloud computing to move physical servers to virtual servers. Virtualization can reduce
cost and power and improve resource utilization. With faster computers and more cores,
low use applications do not need a complete physical server. Data centers can virtualize
systems and easily deploy thousands of virtual servers across fewer physical servers. Both
VMware and Xen provide tools to manage large clusters of physical servers each running
multiple guest virtual machines.
Current research in managing these types of environments show the difficulties in
identifying performance due to overhead and interference from virtualization. Most of
the research is to try to find the optimal solution, given set of resources, a set of workloads,
and a set of applications. However other research showed that different workloads can
have severely different results, and it is difficult to generalize a workload. Assuming
that a workload can (and will) change, we need to be able to identify at runtime why an
application may be degraded. We must also consider the fact that the workload will change
not only for the guest virtual machine in question, but also for external domain workloads.
Our research uses the end-to-end argument in research and methods of performance
analysis. We identify the layers and the resources in each layer. We find that looking at
both the hypervisor and the guest machine gives the user of the guest machine a significant
advantage in determining the root cause of the problem. Without this it would cause a
significant impact on the developer or administrator, since the user of the guest would not
have access to the hypervisor. Additionally, the hypervisor does not have a view of the
applications on the guest. Our experiments only use I/O performance and we only measure
interference from read counters. A next step is to determine if this will work for write
I/O and both read and write I/O concurrently. Similarly, we should try to analyze network
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I/O. After that is completed we can try to determine how memory intensive workloads can
measure interference, and how they effect the I/O interference. For Xen with Linux guest
machines there is already a metric steal time that shows the CPU time used by another
guest, and the current guest was waiting to use the CPU.
Another area to explore is testing this on other platforms. All of our tests were run on
Xen with a Linux guest OS. We need to test on other hypervisors such as VMware ESX
and Microsoft HyperV. We also need to run other types of guests since the counters in each
guest could be different. We believe our method is generic and most hypervisors and guests
already have the data but it may need to be collected and analyzed differently.
We also calculated the overhead of virtualization OverheadIO and stated that it was
important, but did not go into details about this statistic. We believe this is useful for
tuning the hypervisor and guest. It can also be used to compare virtualization techniques.
We also found several interesting results across multiple counters above and beyond what
was in this document. We found that by looking at the sum of the counters of all guests
and comparing that to the hypervisor we can calculate OverheadVall . Often, the difference
between these two values were meaningful depending on the platform and the workload.
However, we were unable to draw any meaningful conclusions about this difference.
5.1 Conclusions
We need the ability to accurately provide performance counters and statistics to the guest
applications based on the current availability of the physical resources. Our research
provides a method to show the interference caused by external guest applications for I/O
workloads by passing resource counters through the additional layers of virtualization.
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